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design space, stimulating creativity' But
push the designer into an emPty corner/

Constraints
Constraints may be burdens, but they also may be friends. Constraints shrink the designer's search space. By so doing, they
focus and speed design. Many of us disliked ,,Write an essay on

whatever you want" assignments in junior high, and we were
on to something real: removing all constraints makes the task of
"designing" the essay harder, not easier.
Bach understood this. Wolff says, "Bach, predisposed from
the very beginning toward traversing conventional boundaries,
nevertheless preferred to work within a given framework and
accept the challenges it imposed."l
Constraints not only shrink the search space, they challenge
the designeq, often thereby stimulating a completely fresh creation.
Consider Michelangelo's Daoid. According to legend, the block of
marble had been abandoned by Antonio Rossellino 25 years earlier
as unusable, because of a crack. The result is a concept of David different from that in previous and contemporary art. One is piqued
to study exactly how Michelangelo coped with the block,s defects,
and how this stimulated the different artistic concept.
Christopher Wren's London churches offer another vivid
example. Commissioned to rebuild 50 Angtcan churches
destroyed by the Great Fire of 1.666, Wren was sorely constrained.
For each, he had to take as given the site, its environment, and
often the previous foundation. Moreover, Anglican churches must
be oriented with the altar to the east in symbolic anticipation of
Christ's promised return as the "bright morning star.,'2lt is great
fun to go today to each of the 27 Wren churches that remain after
the attrition of time and the World War II Blitz. Look at each site
and its problems, consider the orientation constraint, and see
how Wren invented different solutions.
The designers of a viaduct on the Blue Ridge parkr,vay in the
North Carolina mountains had to touch ground as little as possibre
to minimize environmental damage. The result was quite elegant.3

Up to a Point
Artificial constraints for one's design task have the nice property that one is free to relax them. Ideally, they push one into an

esign works'
Therefore, one must carefully distinguish

. Real constraints
. Obsolete once-real constraints
o Constraints misperceived as real
. Intentional artificial constraints

o
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Figure 11-1 Misperceived constraint p:uzzle: Run
"of no more thin four straight segments through all nine dots'
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Misperceived Constraints. These are more subtle. Figure 11-1
shows a classic example. (See Figure 11-5 for a solution.a) The
boundary-line constraint described in Chapter 3 is another.
To multiply two 2 x 2 matrices in only seven multiplications
instead of eight, one must discard the misperceived constraint
that vector operations must be used.
The design of the IBM 9020 computer system for the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) furnishes a painful example. System architects at MITRE Corporation, acting for the FAA, were
properly aiming at a super-reliable system. They specified the
configuration shown in Figure 11-2.
So far, so good. The IBM team responding to this request
for bids discovered that the new System/360 semi-integrated
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circuit technology was very well suited for the unit-reliability
demands.

The 3/360 Model50, a mid-range computer, more than met
both the speed and reliability requirements for the processors. The
same Model 50's I/O system, implemented with the same memory and datapaths as the Processor, but with different microcoding, handsomely met the requirements for the I/O controller.

So the IBM engineers designed the system sketched in
Figure 11-3.

Careful analysis showed that the Figure 1L-3 configuration
more than met all the system performance requirements and all
the system reliability requirements' But it was rejected.

It did not have the specified configuration

topology. The
MITRE system architects had mistakenly insisted on the specified topology as an essential constraint-although what they
were actually shopping for was function and reliability, not
topology. So IBM bid, built, and delivered the configuration
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Figure 11-2 Tiiple modular redundant processor and UO
configuration specified for L965 FAA system

Figure 1L-3 FAA system as first proposed with System/360 Model 50
computers
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shown in Figure 11-4. Unchallenged reliability analyses show(,(l

this configuration to be in fact considerably less reliabre tha.
that in Figure 11-3, since there are twice as many componer.lts
and many more connectors that can fail. But it met the specifictl
constraints!
The pricing was magical for the taxpayers. euite independently from cost, the govemment paid for system 11-4 just what
it would have paid for system 11-3. IBM really wanted that con_
tract! of course, the lifetime costs for power, cooling, and maintenance would not have been at all equal.
When you specify something to be designed, tell what prop_
erties you need, not how they are to be achieved.
If implementation approaches are given as constraints, better
solutions are cut off. For the sake of the artifact and the use1, the
designer confronted with false constraints should fight backl
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Figure 11-5 A solution to the nine-doIs pu.zzle

5. We originally predicted that the System/360 architecture would
have to live 25 years, through generations of implementations
(Brooks 119651, "The future of computer architecture"). The forces
languages, computer architectures,
and operating system architecfures are stronger than we then knew.
IBM's z/90 still embodies System,/360 architecture 45 years later,
and the end is not yet in sight. Fortran (1956) use today is another
good indicator of the strength of those persistence forces.

for preserving programming

6. For the Kenwood House in Hampstead near London,

Robert Adam
(172U1792) designed every detail of the furnishings, down to the

doorknobs (Kenwood Guidebook).

